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to tell Raglan that he might assure Lyons that, if in certain circum-
stances Lyons disobeyed his commander-in-chief, he should have all the
support that he could give him. WILLIAM HUNT.

The Cambridge Modern History. Edited by A. W. WARD, LITT.D.,
G. W. PKOTHEBO, LITT.D., and STANLEY LEATHES, M.A. Vol. XL
The Growth of Nationalities. (Cambridge : University Press. 1909.)

THE penultimate volume of this comprehensive work embraces the
period from about 1840 to 1871—a period of European history more than
usually eventful. Accordingly, in reading this portion of the book, the
student realises more clearly than in the previous section the inevitable
defects of this encyclopaedic treatise. Able and learned as most of the
twenty-nine contributors are, they cannot be expected to make their
subjects really readable in the narrow space at their disposal, while
occasionally their accounts overlap and conflict with each other. For
example, who could possibly give a thorough and interesting account of
the English literature of that generation in twenty pages, or of the Italian
writers of the period in only six ? One wonders, therefore, for whom this
method of writing history is intended. The specialist will seek the books
on his special subject, while upon the general reader this compressed
narrative, with its masses of names and dates, will leave merely a con-
fused impression. Probably, the most valuable part of the volume is the
series of bibliographies.

At the present moment one turns with interest to the chapters
dealing with the Balkan Peninsula, which have been entrusted to Mr.
Blech. It is unfortunate that the author, in treating of the reign of
Otho, has not thought fit to consult the numerous excellent histories of
the period in modern Greek, not one of which appears in his scanty
bibliography, -while he is apparently unaware of the reaction in favour of
Otho and his gifted Queen which has set in during recent years, and of
which the success of a play like 'H Karox»; is the outward sign. Otho
failed for two reasons, because he did too much, and because he had no
heir ; but of his intense love of Greece, and of the real services rendered
by Amalia to her adopted country, there is no trace in these acrid pages,
derived from the personal prejudices of Finlay's seventh (not ' eighth ')
volume. Nor is the narrative always accurate. The neutrality of the
Ionian Islands extends to Corfu and Paxo alone—a question discussed in
1897—-while the only fortifications dismantled by the outgoing British
were those on Yido and some of those on Corfu. Nor was it ' at Mara-
thon ' but at Pikermi that Lord Muncaster's party was attacked by
brigands—an incident which did not redound to the credit for discrimina-
tion of the British Government. Turning to the other parts of the
Near East, we find Dame's admirable history of modern Bumania omitted
from the bibliography of that country, while there is no mention of the
excellent Italian bibliography of Montenegro, of Denton's and Andrie's
histories of the Black Mountain, of Madame Mijatovid's history of Servia,
or of Cuniben's book on MiloS Obrenovii. But the strangest mistakes
in Servian history are to be found in Mr. Drage's summary on p. G34.
The evacuation of Belgrade was not ' in 1866,' but in 1867 ; and in the
following sentence every statement is wrong. Milan was not recognised
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as ' king of Servia' in 18G9 ; he succeeded his cousin (not his ' uncle ')
Michael in 1868, and became ' King ' in 1882 : nor was his correct title
Prince ' Milan IV ' but' Milan Obrenovi<5 IV,' i.e. Milan, the fourth Prince
of the Obrenovid dynasty, the other three being Milos, the former Milan,
and Michael. When he became King, he became also Milan I. Finally,
on this page, it is scarcely true to say that the alliance of the three
emperors was ' for sixteen years the main factor in European politics.1

These years are from 1872 to 1888 ; but from 1879 the Dual Alliance,
and from 1882 the present Triplice, which arose out of it, were by far
the most important European combinations.

Of the other chapters, those on Italy, by the late Professor Masi, show
a fairness and a freedom from bias rare in Italian writers on a period
that is still controversial. That writer has also displayed sound and
statesmanlike judgments on such questions as emigration, and the futility
of clerical rebellion against the authority of the Vatican. We miss how-
ever the late Mr. Stillman's little book—which contained much that was
the fruit of personal observation—from the bibliography of this section.
The Vatican council reoeives special treatment from Mr. Fawkes. Of
other writers, the late Sir Spencer Walpole had given us the best history
of modern England, Professor Oechsli is well known to all interested in
Swiss affairs, Sir W. Lee-Warner is an expert on India, and Sir E. M.
Satow on the Far East, while both these last authors have made, as well
as written, history in the countries which they describe. Dr. Ward,
besides being partly responsible for the summary of the volume in the
preface, has treated of the four years of revolution and reaction in
Germany and Austria at greater length, and therefore in a more inter-
esting manner, than has been possible for the other contributors.

WILLIAM MILLEH.

The Tercentenary History of Canada, from Ghamplain to Laurier,
1608-1908. By F. B. TRACY. 3 vols. (New York : MacmUlan. 1908.)

THIS book aspires to be ' an accurate, complete, and connected story
of the main currents of Canadian history.' ' Only enough comment has
been inserted to point out the deeper meanings of history, and such
comments, I hope, will be found to be, while sometimes strongly ex-
pressed, invariably fair and impartial.' Mr. Tracy records his gratitude
to Professor George M. Wrong, of Toronto, for ' important corrections
and pregnant recommendations.' Amongst those who are mentioned as
having given help occurs the name of Dr. W. B. Munro; but nothing
could be more opposed to Dr. Munro's teaching on the French seigniorial
system than the remark, ' The general character.of the seigneur of New
France resembled in a striking manner tho "trust magnates" and
monopolists of to-day.' The ' deeper meaning of history' is, we pre-
sume, conveyed by the reflexion, a propos of Laval, ' Furiously asserting
one's prerogatives is quite the favourite duty and pleasure of many other-
wise fairly sane and reasonable individuals.'

Although the author's jaunty style and aggressive self-satisfaction
excite some prejudice, the history, considering the extent of ground
covered, does not appear to contain many mistakes. It is not true that
the Iroquois consisted of six tribes, whose cities were in what is now
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